SECURING PROPERTY & CASUALTY COVERAGE
FOR CONSTRUCTION & REAL ESTATE COMPANIES
IN A CHALLENGING INSURANCE MARKET
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The construction and real estate industry is one of the most critical
areas of our economy. It employs millions of Americans and maintains
the physical infrastructure and living spaces of our country.
While the important work this industry performs cannot be overstated,
construction and real estate companies also face massive risks and
have significant property and casualty (P&C) insurance needs. These
risks are growing in severity and frequency, creating a challenging
environment for securing adequate insurance coverage at a
reasonable rate.

In high-risk areas, commercial property insurance rates have spiked as much
as 50 percent or more for certain classes of business.1 At the same time,
insurance carriers are restricting terms and conditions, reducing limits and
increasing deductibles.
This hardening insurance market is a headwind for construction and real
estate companies looking to grow their operation and protect their balance
sheets. Fortunately, finding the right solutions is still possible, but it requires
new approaches and ideas, a full understanding of the changing dynamics
and a partner well-versed in dealing with insurance carriers.
To understand how to evaluate the protection this industry needs, it’s
beneficial to start by breaking the coverage down into two parts: property
and casualty. From there, organizations can explore exactly what steps
to take to secure coverage that meets the needs of the organization and
ultimately protects their bottom line.
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PROPERTY INSURANCE
CHALLENGES
The rise of catastrophic events has deeply impacted the construction and real
estate industry. The impact is most felt in the real estate side where groups either
own a portfolio of real estate or develop properties for other real estate owners or
investment partners. From a contractor’s perspective, damaged property needs
to be rebuilt (more revenue), but as the cost of materials and operational costs
increase, they see an additional monetary squeeze on the front end.

Hurricanes Maria, Irma and Harvey were significant events that really
began to move the property insurance market.
Floods, hail and tornado/wind events in non-traditional “catastrophic exposed”
areas (namely the Southeast and Midwest), California wildfires and the increased
frequency of attritional losses country-wide are major reasons for why the market is
where it is today.
These types of losses2 and the increased frequency and severity of claims that
accompany them have sparked reactions by insurance carriers. Carriers are
increasing rates and deductibles, reducing terms and conditions and expanding
restrictions and policy exclusions. Others are exiting the market entirely, thus
decreasing the supply of insurance coverage while demand continues to rise.
The carriers that remain in the market are experiencing a flood of submissions
as organizations are increasingly looking for alternative options to combat the
challenging conditions in the marketplace.
This creates an environment where the insurance carriers hold most of the
negotiating leverage. However, companies seeking coverage haven’t lost all power.
In fact, there are many tactics these companies can deploy to ensure they receive
the best option at renewal.
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WHAT COMPANIES CAN DO
Before approaching the marketplace, every company should work with their
broker to create a detailed underwriting submission to present to the carriers.
These submissions should include specifics on how the company’s approach to
risk management is superior to its competitors and articulate to carriers how they
go above and beyond to mitigate losses. Detailed and up-to-date construction,
occupancy, protection and exposure (COPE) information is a must have. For
catastrophe exposed properties, secondary characteristics like roof type and
shape, type of exterior wall cladding, hurricane protections, etc. should be
included. Particular attention should be paid to the insurable replacement cost
values of an organization’s buildings, and providing support to the insurance
carriers for these values is critical in putting together a strong submission for the
marketplace. No detail is too small.
Construction and real estate companies should also conduct detailed reviews of
terms and conditions between insurance programs to more accurately evaluate
their options. These policies are often lengthy, difficult to understand and packed
with complex insurance language. Put simply, determining exactly what’s covered
can feel like a herculean task.

Consulting with insurance experts that can advocate on the company’s
behalf can make a significant difference during this stage and ultimately
determine how the coverage will respond in the event of a claim.
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A number of alternative deductible structures and funding mechanisms may also be
worth considering. Large deductible aggregate programs with parameters around
the types of claims that erode the aggregate can be a great solution. Deductible
buy down policies may also be utilized to address specific types of deductibles
(named storm, earthquake, flood) as well as “all other peril” deductibles. For some
organizations, a captive can be structured to fund deductibles in lieu of purchasing
a separate deductible buy down policy from the “traditional” insurance marketplace.
Parametric insurance solutions that guarantee payouts3 for events if certain
conditions are met (such as a Category 3 hurricane or an EF-3 tornado) are also
gaining popularity among larger corporations.
Perhaps the most important factor in securing commercial property insurance is
building a strong relationship with carriers. This is where an established insurance
broker can add significant value. Partnering with a broker that knows the industry
and has strong relationships in the insurance marketplace can go a long way when
negotiating on a company’s behalf and finding innovative solutions to today’s
coverage problems.
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CASUALTY COVERAGE
CHALLENGES
Just as in the property market, construction and real estate companies are facing
a number of challenges when it comes to securing casualty coverage in today’s
environment. One major challenge is centered on the contractor workforce. As
the baby boomer generation continues to retire, they leave behind thousands of
construction jobs that contractors need to fill.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, there are currently more
than 311,0004 open construction jobs in the U.S., and many expect
this figure to grow.
This shifting labor market is creating a talent gap with fewer younger workers
available to fill jobs left behind by more experienced workers. This trend not only
places pressure on contractors seeking high-quality workers, but it also concerns
insurance carriers that want to ensure a job is being performed as safely as possible.
The current legal environment is also placing pressure on companies and insurers.
Many believe a phenomenon called “social inflation” is leading to much higher
severity and ultimate payouts on casualty claims. According to Acadia Insurance5,
social inflation “generally refers to the rising cost of insurance claims that are a
result of societal trends and views toward increased litigation, broader contract
interpretations, plaintiff friendly legal decisions and larger jury awards.” Social
inflation has caused casualty claims to more than double in many instances. The
industry is also seeing larger settlements now as many companies are afraid to go
to trial given recent rulings.
These challenges are causing casualty insurers to increase rates, restrict coverages
and reduce excess capacity. Some are exiting the marketplace entirely, causing
the supply of insurance coverage to drop. Submissions are also being highly
scrutinized. As capacity and terms are reduced, it has become more difficult for
contractors and real estate companies to secure adequate coverage.
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WHAT COMPANIES CAN DO

Construction and real estate companies should review their health and safety
manuals and make any necessary changes to improve worker safety and address
any potential liability grey areas. Similar to when securing property coverage,
companies are encouraged to differentiate themselves from their competitors
when it comes to safety programs and policies.

Construction and real estate companies should take a close look
at their downstream contracts (subcontractors, vendors, etc.),
specifically the insurance and indemnification requirements.
Work with your risk manager or broker to tighten these up. Clearly spell out the
insurance that is required and the terms that must be included under each policy.
Transfer what you can downstream, but be reasonable about it.
Think outside the box; an integrated excess program is an alternate way for really
any company to obtain additional excess limits. When purchased strategically,
these can be leveraged in a way that saves the company money while providing
balance sheet protection for potentially catastrophic liability claims. Large
deductible and captive programs are also gaining popularity as a way for
companies to tie their insurance costs more directly to their actual losses. These
loss-sensitive plans have proven to reduce rate volatility. As always, having a
good relationship with the market is paramount. Hiring an insurance broker
with strong relationships can help companies secure the correct coverage at an
appropriate rate.
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GENERAL LIABILITY WRAP UPS
WRAP-UP 360˚ MODEL®

Controlled insurance programs (CIPs), also known as “wrap ups,”6 have
emerged as a tool for construction and real estate companies looking
to keep costs down and improve the safety of a specific project. Under
a CIP, sponsors purchase insurance coverage to cover the owner,
construction manger and all contractors and subcontractors on the
project. Wrap ups also include an integrated safety program, and claims
are processed and managed centrally.

There are many types of CIPs, but general-liability-only
CIPs have emerged as one of the most popular and
effective wrap ups for construction and real estate
companies as they are far simpler and easier
to implement.
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These programs can be used for much smaller projects and
are particularly advantageous when the project scope includes
exposures which would be difficult to insure. They are also
valuable when working with a more challenging venue.
General-liability-only wrap ups can offer companies better
insurance protection for all of the program’s participants, lower
overall insurance costs and reduce fixed premium costs. Purchasing
insurance for one significant project instead of multiple contractors
buying insurance for smaller single contracts provides economies
of scale. The centralized safety and claim management processes
that are specifically designed for the project can also help keep
costs down.
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A BROKER’S VALUE
With environmental, labor and legal liability risks on the rise, it has become
essential for construction and real estate companies to feel confident they have
secured comprehensive P&C insurance that won’t diminish their ROI on the
project. On top of this, unfavorable conditions in the construction and real estate
market have led to a challenging environment where insurance carriers hold
most of the negotiating power when it comes to purchasing P&C insurance.
Because of this, it is critical that construction and real estate companies do not
go at it alone. A broker that is knowledgeable of the construction industry, versed
in the insurance needs of these companies and well-connected to insurance
carriers is able to advocate for and secure the best coverage for clients.
At Conner Strong & Buckelew, we’ve been advocating for our construction and
real estate clients for decades. We serve more as strategic partners to our clients
and fight to get them complete coverage that won’t break the bank.

To discuss P&C insurance coverage:

Please contact a Conner Strong & Buckelew representative

MATTHEW SMYTH, CPCU, CRIS
Vice President, Account Executive
856-479-2236
msmyth@connerstrong.com

MATT WALSH, CISR
Vice President, Account Executive
856-479-2248
mwalsh@connerstrong.com
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